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If you’ve been invested in the U.S. stock market in 2020, you’ve 
participated in a historic, precedent-breaking time. The global pandemic 
known as COVID-19 has shaken the world, presenting significant 
healthcare challenges whose implications have interrupted ordinary 
operations in business, healthcare, manufacturing, retail, restaurants, 
travel, tourism and elsewhere.

On the next few pages, we’ll review what’s happened in the market so far 
this year, and we’ll offer some insights to help you think about the fourth 
quarter of 2020.

We Live in Interesting Times



The market doesn’t like surprises—and that was made obvious in February and 
March of 2020. The coronavirus brought an almost sudden stop to what had 
been a blissful 11-year-long bull market. When the market crashed, its descent 
was fast, furious and record-setting.

The Crash Was Fast



In addition to worrying about the health-related impact of the virus, investors 
were concerned that the economy would head into a recession, if not a 
depression. These fears were realized in the second quarter—when the economy 
suffered its largest contraction ever.

The Economy’s Largest Contraction



Remember that investors are always looking ahead, hoping that their forward focus will give them an 
advantage. But in March few would have predicted the next six months in the market. Much of business 
and commerce was at a standstill, with millions of people unemployed. Even so, investors were cheered by 
the government’s pledge to do everything it could to help. The support totaled $3 trillion—and that made 
an impression on investors.

Technology companies, including those enabling U.S. workers working and meeting at a distance, led the 
market back. Low mortgage rates drove the housing industry. Consumers who had increased their savings 
early on gradually resumed their spending. All of this, and more, helped the market recover in record time.

A Historic Recovery



Let’s pause right here to take in all that occurred. Down 34% and up 45% has never 
happened in nine months. 2020 has given investors quite a ride!

Whee!



Buckle up and remain seated, there’s plenty of reason to believe that the year has 
more thrills and chills ahead. Uncertainty makes investors nervous and uncertainty 
abounds in the fourth quarter.  

But Wait, There’s More

How do we get people back to work?

The elections and the outcomes

Double dip recession?

When are we getting a vaccine?

The Supreme Court

Capital gains tax?

Technology stocks in a bubble?

Are our schools safe?

Who knows?

Pre-election 
surprise



Let’s look at what we do know.

Historically, the last quarter of the year has been the best in the market, with every 
month having produced positive returns. When all is said and done, the fourth quarter 
of 2020 may oblige as well.

What We Do Know: The 4th Quarter Has Been the Best



A market rally such as we’ve 
seen this year doesn’t 
necessarily mean that we’re 
done for the year—it could 
be the opposite in fact. This 
year’s gain in the six months 
after the bear market was 
the third largest gain for a 
new bull market since 1932. 
What gives investors pause: 
stocks today are priced 30% 
higher*.

What We Do Know: The Rally Could Continue

*The S&P on 9/21/20 had a 
price/earnings multiple of 26.9x. 
That’s higher than the previous 
highest valuation, which was 19.9x 
times in 2003. Source: Leuthold 
Group. 



We know that pullbacks are common early in bull markets. 

What We Do Know: Pullbacks Are Part of It



We know that a churned-up market can make big moves in just one day.

What We Do Know: 2% Up/2% Down



We know that even the market’s direction from one day to the next can be a 
surprise. It’s not unusual for the market to have one of its best days after one of its 
worst days. In fact, two of the biggest losses/gains occurred this year!

What We Do Know: Those Who Sit Out Get Shut Out



This we know: Attempts to time market moves by darting in and out of the market 
ultimately result in underperformance. Too often investors end up getting 
whipsawed—catching the downside and missing the upside. As you can see below, 
missing just the 20 best days in a 20-year period can reduce investment returns by 
two-thirds ($32,421 vs. $10,167).

What We Do Know: Whiplash Is a Risk



And the same is true in non-U.S. developed markets, and in emerging markets.

What We Do Know: In Non-U.S. Markets, Too



We know that, on average, the S&P 500 has historically advanced after presidential 
elections.

What We Do Know: Election Years Aren’t So Scary



Of course, everyone knows that this is not your ordinary election year. With COVID-related concerns 
prompting many voters to mail in their ballots and those ballots needing to be counted, the outcome of 
the presidential election may not be known for days after November 3. 

A delay in announcing the presidential election winner has happened before in recent history, when Al 
Gore demanded a recount in Florida, where the vote between Gore and George Bush was very close. In 
the 38 days between the 2000 Election Day on November 7 and the Supreme Court ruling on December 
15, the S&P 500 Index was down -8.4%. Important to note: that was during the Internet Bubble Crash.

What We Do Know: This Time Could Be Different



Uncertainty, volatility, ongoing COVID-related concerns—all are enough to make an investor 
think about sitting this ride out. Here, too, we know that this can be a mistake. Investors have 
developed a reputation for unfortunate timing when left to their own conclusions. They’ve 
tended to sell their holdings or avoid investing at precisely the wrong time—just as markets 
have taken off.

As shown in the graph below, from 2015 to 2020 investors withdrew from the market even as 
the S&P climbed to its highs. At that time, investors believed the bull market was getting too 
old. Those who exit at this point in 2020 would be leaving a brand-new bull market.

What We Do Know: The Plight of Wrong-Way Investors



Many clients are asking their investment professionals this question right now. 

The reverse was true last year, as the market climbed to new heights and prior to its swift 
drop in February. Then some were asking, “Why don’t I have more in the stock market?” 

Investing can be as unpredictable as a rollercoaster ride. But, when it comes to funding 
financial objectives, history has shown that there’s no alternative to equities in providing 
better potential for capital growth over the long term. Over time, investors have relied on 
stock market gains to fund a range of goals including a comfortable retirement, higher 
education and a new home. That may be your intention, too.

Fortunately, you have someone on this ride with you who can help. Aware of the cyclical 
nature of investing—and of equities’ vulnerability to unforeseen events—your investment 
professional’s job is to build a portfolio that both anticipates what happens when markets 
correct, and is in a position to benefit when they rally.  

2020 has earned its way into the history books. It is a year not to be forgotten. Our hope and 
expectation is that, with the risk management skills of the investment professional you’ve 
hired, you’ll remember this year as bringing you closer to achieving your investment goals.  

“Should I Even Be in the Stock Market?”



Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice, as are statements of financial market 
trends, which are based on current market conditions. We believe the information provided here is reliable, but do not warrant its 
accuracy or completeness. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. 
The views and strategies described may not be suitable for all investors. This material has been prepared for informational purposes 
only, and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice. References to future returns are 
not promises or even estimates of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.

The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic 
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be 
considered investment advice. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The S&P 500 Index is generally considered representative of the U.S. stock market. Indexes are unmanaged, do not entail fees or 
expenses and are not available for direct investment.

Price/Earnings Ratio is the current stock price over trailing 12-month earnings per share. 

Before investing carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. Please 
see the prospectus and summary prospectus containing this and other information which can be 
obtained by calling 1-800-582-6959. Read it carefully before investing.
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